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Covid-19 Drive Through Testing Centres:
Site Selection Criteria

Core Criteria

• Private or Public Sector Sites
• Minimum area 2 acres
• Hardstanding surface (e.g. tarmac carpark)
• One level (not multi-storey)
• Discreet position (limited sightlines into testing site)
• Not in a residential area
• Close proximity to a major urban area
• Suitable macro access (close proximity to major roads / connections)
• Suitable micro access (ability to support effective on site traffic management, delivery and emergency routes)
• Space to allow 5 lanes of traffic / parking
• Ability to drive through (one route in and out)
• Ability to secure the testing site

Desirable Criteria

• Availability of existing services provision (power / water / drainage / data)
• Availability of secure internal storage at room temperature (8-22 degrees)
• Availability of any facilities that could be repurposed for staff welfare
• Sufficient area to scale operations beyond 5 lanes (if demand requires)
• Existing site lighting (to support extended opening hours as required)
• Opportunities to re-deploy existing site personnel (e.g. security / traffic management etc)

Note: We expect the testing site to be in place until at least the end of April, but understandably the full duration is unknown. Should sites be required by the business to enable a return to business as usual before the testing requirement is complete, we will discuss and agree how best to satisfy those requirements.